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Most website owners use CMSs to manage 

their websites. Yet, those can pose security 

risks and provide vulnerabilities for manipu-

lations. With a SEO Spam attack, for exam-

ple, an attacker deploys malicious code on a 

website. The manipulation is not visible on the 

genuine website, but in the search engine re-

sults the sites appear as, for example, shops 

selling illegal or banned drugs and medicines.

Since current literature does not draw a com-

prehensive picture on how to create convincing 

vulnerability notifications [i.a. 1-8] our motiva-

tion is to investigate the topic of vulnerability 

notifications in more detail. Furthermore, we 

will develop awareness and education mate-

rials for website owners, hosting provider, in-

dustry branches, and other intermediaries like 

internal (web) administrators or CISOs.
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Research Plan

 Providing verification possibilities and creating plausible notifications are the most important 

   factors for the recipients to establish trust in vulnerability notifications

 Establishing a connection to the sender helps the recipient to verify the message

 Providing incentives for remediation helps the recipients to recognize the severity of the problem

 Raising awareness for the problem also among external service providers is important 
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  Description
•  Interviews with 25 German website owners who had 

previously been informed about the vulnerability

  Research Question
• What do the website owners consider necessary in future 

vulnerability notifications?

  Description
• We designed notifications for three senders with three 

different framings – each framing is send out by each 
sender.

  Research Question
• Can we increase remediation rates by choosing senders 

that match the framing?

  Description
• We plan a content analysis of websites, YouTube videos, 

news media and scientific paper, as well as an online sur-
vey to collect content for awareness and education mate-
rials related to SEO Spam infections.

  Research Question:
• How should awareness materials be designed to meet the 

needs of the website owners?

    Description
• We plan to implement expert and/or focus group inter-

views, (online) surveys and/or observational studies on our 
awareness and education materials

  Research Question:
• How effective are the awareness materials we developed?


